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CAUTIOUS YOUNGSTERS SEEK STABILITY OVER ADVENTURE & 
UNCERTAINTY 

• Three quarters (76%) of 16-18 year olds crave stability in their lives – more than 
any other generation1 

• Young people, born in or after 1998, prioritise jobs and financial security, 
leading almost a quarter (23%) of parents to worry their children will miss out 
on life experiences  

• Parental concerns are rife, with nearly half (47%) concerned their children may 
never be free from financial worries 

Britain’s 16-18 year olds,who grew up in the financial and political uncertainty of the last 

recession are concerned their future financial security could be at risk if they don’t focus on 

completing their education and finding a well-paid job, new research from the Scottish 

Widows think tank the Centre for the Modern Family (CMF) has found.  

 

Traditional ambitions for Gen Z 
 

The research revealed that Gen Z – those aged between16 and 18 years – are rebelling 

against preconceptions about their generation,turning the typical stereotype of a carefree 

teenager on its head and placinga higher value on stability and financial security than their 

parents think is necessary. While 41% of young people want to go straight into a job after 

completing their education and almost three in ten (28%) want to prioritise finding a job that 

pays well, only 18% of parents want their children to do so. 

 

With youth unemployment steadily falling and more young people choosing to stay in 

education for longer2, 16-18 year olds are actively seeking to secure their financial futures as 

soon as possible.  

                                                             
1 Compared with total average of 71% 
2 For July to September 2015 there were 848,000 young people (aged from 16 to 24) in the UK who were not in 
education, employment or training (NEET), a decrease of 74,000 from April to June 2015 and down 106,000 from 
a year earlier. Source: ONS, Measuring National Well-being, Children and Young People's Well-being in the UK, 
October 2015 
 



 
Those on the cusp of adulthood have clear and traditional ambitions for how they will reach 

their goals and secure the level of stability craved by three quarters (76%) of their 

generation. Six in ten (60%) know what they want to do for a job, and almost two thirds 

(63%) plan to go to university to set them on theirpath. 

 

In contrast, only a third (34%) of parents want their children to go to university and almost a 

quarter (23%) are concerned about their children gaining qualifications that won’t be 

valuable in the workplace. 

 

An end to the wilderness years? 

 

These traditional ambitions area far cry from the carefree, adventurous youths their parents’ 

generation enjoyed. While only a fifth (19%) of 16-18 year olds plan to travel the world 

before they start work, over half (56%) of parents want their children to ensure they make 

time to do this, at least before starting a family. Three quarters (75%) of parents only want 

their children to start a family oncethey have enjoyed more life experiences, while a quarter 

(25%) specifically worry that their children will miss out on the opportunities to see the world.  

 

Young people, meanwhile, are feeling the wanderlust less. Settling down is a greater priority 

than it was for their parents, with more than one in five (22%) 16-18 year olds planning to 

focus on starting a family – an ambition only 5% of parents would encourage.The traditional 

route of being married first is also important for this age group - 63% of whom want to marry 

before starting a family. 
 
Parental concerns remain 

 

Despite their apparent relaxed attitude, parents are nonetheless concerned about their 

children’s financial future. Long-term financial security is a major concern from them too, with 

nearly half (47%) worrying that their children willbe subjected to financial strain for their 

whole lives. More than four in ten (45%) worry that their children will never be able to afford 

to buy a property, yet 39% will still actively encourage their offspring to try and get on the 

property ladder before they start a family.  

 



 
Jackie Leiper, Centre for the Modern Family panellist, said: “Having grown up in the 

shadows of a recession, this generation are a far cry from their more carefree predecessors. 

Their intentions are commendable, but it’s important that they are given the support they 

need to achieve their ambitions without feeling under undue amounts of pressure and stress.  

 

“Whether planning for higher education, that all-important first job or dabbling with an idea to 

travel the world, young people need to be encouraged and supported by their families and 

educators to help them reach their goals. It’s only with this support system in place that 

they’ll be able to achieve the stability they’re striving for.” 
 

Ends 

About the report 

The Changing Face of Families is the first in a series of three reports to be published by the Scottish 

Widows’ Centre for the Modern Family, analysing what the future holds for the UK’s families. 

@4modernfamily 

About the research 
This report is based on both quantitative and qualitative inputs, including a nationally representative 

YouGov survey of 2,305 adults, with an added boost of 16-18 year olds, interviews and discussions 

with the Centre for the Modern Family panellists and a series of focus group sessions also conducted 

by YouGov. Fieldwork was undertaken between 23rd May and 2nd June 2016.  
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